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ABSTRACT Cognitive radio (CR) andmassive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) have attracted much
interest recently due to the amazing ability to accommodate more users and improve spectrum utilization.
This paper investigates the QoS-aware user selection approach for massive MIMO underlay cognitive radio.
Two main CR scenarios are considered: 1) the channel state information (CSI) of the cross channels are
available at the secondary base station (SBS), and 2) any CSI of cross-network is unavailable at SBS.
For the former, we develop the low-complexity increase-user-with-minimum-power algorithm (IUMP)
and decrease-user-with-maximum-power algorithm (DUMP) which both can address the problem of user
selection with power allocation. However, the CSI is typically not available in practice. To address the
intractable issue, we propose a deep reinforcement learning-based approach, which can enable the SBS
to realize efficient and intelligent user selection. The simulation results show that the IUMP and DUMP
algorithms have obvious performance advantages over traditional user selection methods. In addition, results
also verify that our constructed neural network can efficiently learn the optimal user selection policy in the
unknown dynamic environment with fast convergence and high success rate.

INDEX TERMS Cognitive radio, massive MIMO, power allocation, deep reinforcement learning, user
selection.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing number of communication devices and
the growing demand for the spectrum resource in 5G & B5G
network, improving the utilization efficiency of spectrum
resource is urgent for the scarce available spectrum resources
[1], [2]. Cognitive radio (CR) and massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) have been widely envisaged as the
major candidates for future wireless network to accommo-
date more users with the limited spectrum [3]. As an intel-
ligent wireless communication system [4]–[7], CR allows
secondary user (SU) to share the spectrum with licensed pri-
mary user (PU) when collisions or harmful interference can
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be avoided. The massive MIMO system has been employed
hotly in cognitive radio network (CRN) recently, since its
powerful precoding potential, which can ensure more users
achieve reliable downlink transmission concurrently [8].
In addition, large-scale antenna array can provide huge spec-
tral efficiency and energy efficiency gain for CRN [3], [9].

User selection is always an important issue in CRN, which
can improve various system performance, such as reduc-
ing excessive overhead and computational complexity for
cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) [10]–[13], improving the
performance of PU [14]–[16], maximizing the sum rate of the
SUs [17], [18]. With the huge number of devices and scarce
spectrum resources in 5G communications, some literatures
have begun to study the issue of accommodating more SUs
to participate in communications by user selection [19]–[21].
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For admitting more SUs to participate in communications,
[19] studied the SUs selection scheme for the massive MIMO
underlay CRN, which consisted of a secondary base sta-
tion (SBS), K SUs and L primary transmitter-receiver pairs,
the authors proposed a QoS aware power allocation and
user selection algorithm with available global channel state
information (CSI). The algorithm starts by selecting all SUs
and then deletes the SU with maximum power per iteration.
[20] considered a CRN wherein the SUs want to share a
number of frequency bands licensed to PUs. For enhancing
the spectrum utilization and maintaining user fairness, the
author presented a mixed-integer programming framework
and proposed an optimal algorithm based on branch and
bound method for the joint resource allocation, user maxi-
mization and beamforming problem. In [21], multiple com-
putationally efficient user selection strategies were proposed
based on channel correlation, orthogonality, and water-filling
for the downlink MIMO CRN.

The algorithms mentioned above can achieve efficient
user selection and improve system performance. However,
the algorithms in [19], [20] are only applicable to the CRN
that each primary transmitter is equipped with a signal
antenna. The scheme in [21] can only be applied to the
CRN containing one PU, which both lead to the limita-
tion of algorithm application. In addition, the CSI of the
cross channels (the channels between SBS and each PU)
is always needed [19], [20] which may result in additional
feedback overhead to the PUs. Furthermore, the states of PUs
in [19]–[21] are fixed to ON, which means that the PUs are
always in communication. However, instead of keeping the
deterministic states, the PU is idle when there is no commu-
nication task in practice [22].

According to the above analysis, we will study the QoS
aware user selection algorithms for themassiveMIMOunder-
lay CRN wherein the SBS and primary base station (PBS)
are both equipped with massive antennas, besides, the active
states of the PUs are dynamical. Specifically, we consider two
main scenarios: 1) The SBS has the CSI of cross channels,
and 2) the SBS has absolutely no CSI of cross channels.
Obviously, user selection is particularly difficult to achieve
for the second scenario. Besides, with the advent of the
5G & B5G standards, the communication with faster rate,
higher QoS and intelligent requirements increase dramati-
cally [3], [23]. Both these lead to a new opportunity to the
introduction of deep learning into the study ofmassiveMIMO
underlay CRN [7]. Reinforcement learning (RL) [24], [25]
is one of the most powerful machine learning tools for intel-
ligent decision making since RL can be invoked to find an
optimal action policy for any given Markov decision process,
especially when the system model is dynamic [26], [27].
Formulating the selection problem as a Markov Decision
Process and using RL tools to solve has been a popular
approach [28], [29].

In recent years, RL has been explored for CR systems in
some literatures. [28], [30], [31] used ideas from Thompson
sampling to propose an algorithm for channel selection in

CR. In [32], three route selection schemes were proposed
to enhance the networks performance of CRN. A two-stage
RL algorithm was proposed in [28], in which a channel was
selected fromN for SU based onRL algorithm, then Bayesian
approach was adopted to shorten the sensing time. Q learn-
ing [33], as a classical reinforcement learning algorithm,
is also widely used in CRN [29], [34], [35]. A form of real-
time multi-agent Q learning RL was proposed to manage
the aggregated interference generated by multiple WRAN
systems [34]. In [35], a new Q earning-based transmission
scheduling mechanism with deep learning for the cognitive
radio-based Internet of Things (IoT) was proposed to maxi-
mize the system throughput. In [29], a deep Q learning-based
method was developed to conduct power control.

It can be seen that the introduction of RL can effectively
improve the performance of CRN, by overcoming the uncer-
tainty of the system, and facilitating the system intellectu-
alization. However, the problem of user selection with RL
in massive MIMO underlay CRN has not been studied in
existing literatures. In this paper, for the scenario without
CSI of cross channels at SBS, we develop a user selection
algorithm based on deep RL for massive MIMO underlay
CRN. Themain contributions of our work can be summarized
as follow:

(1) When the CSI of cross channels is available at SBS,
we propose two low-complexity QoS aware user selection
approaches: Decrease-User-with-Maximum-Power (DUMP)
algorithm and Increase-user-with-minimum-power (IUMP)
algorithm, which address the problem of joint user maximiza-
tion and power allocation for the massive MIMO underlay
CRN. Besides, the two algorithms are different from the
algorithms in [19]–[21] which are only applicable to CRN
with one PU or the primary transmitter can be only equipped
with a single antenna.

(2) When the CSI of cross channels is unavailable at SBS,
we introduce RL into massive MIMO underlay CRN to
address the problem of user selection. In addition, we develop
a deep Q learning network (DQN)-based user selection algo-
rithm by which the SBS can learn an efficient policy to select
as many appropriate SUs as possible.

(3) We evaluate and analyze the performance of our pro-
posed SUs selection algorithms, the algorithm IUMP and
DUMP are compared with some traditional classical user
selection schemes. In addition, the DQN-based approach is
evaluated from the perspectives of the loss function of the
deep neural network (DNN), success rate, average transition
step and average number of selected SUs. Simulation results
prove that our proposed algorithms can efficiently deploy
QoS aware user selection for the massive MIMO underlay
CRN regardless of whether CSI of cross channels is avail-
able or not.

The following notations are used in this paper. We use
the upper case boldface letters for matrices and lower case
boldface letters for vectors. [A]n stands for the n-th column
of matrix A, AT and AH respectively represent the transpose
and conjugate transpose of A, F ← {F − {n}} denotes
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removing {n} from {F}, F ← {F + {n}} stands for adding
{n} to {F}, ∅ is empty set, |F | stands for the cardinality of
set F , % represent the remainder operation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In our formulation, we consider a generic massive MIMO
downlink underlay CRN, wherein the primary network con-
sists of a PBS and K PUs and the secondary network consists
of one SBS and N SUs. SBS and PBS are both equipped
with a large-scale antenna, and the number of antennas isM .
All PUs and SUs are configured with a single antenna. Let
N = {1, 2, · · · ,N } be the set of SUs andK = {1, 2, · · · ,K }
be the set of PUs. All users are randomly distributed around
own base station, the distance between the PBS and SBS is d0.
SUs aim to share the spectrum resource belongs to PUs. The
system model is depicted in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. System model.

In our setup, similar to the existed works [36], [37],
we assume that the activity states of each PU are modeled by
Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC), i.e., each PU decides
whether to communicate based on DTMC model, where the
transfer probability is shown in Fig. 2. There are generally
two states, idle shows OFF state, i.e., spectrum is not occu-
pied by the PU, and busy shows ON state, i.e., spectrum is
occupied by the PU.

FIGURE 2. The Markov chain model for PU activity.

We set hSSn =
√
βSSnh̃

S
Sn ∈ C1×M as the channel gain

from SBS to the n-th SU, where h̃SSn ∼ CN (0, I ), βSSn =(
λ

4πd

)2

is the path loss of the hSSn, where λ is the signal

wavelength, d presents the distance between transmitter and

receiver. hPSn =
√
βPSnh̃

P
Sn ∈ C1×M stands for the channel gain

between PBS to the n-th SU and h̃PSn ∼ CN (0, I ). Similarly,

hPPk =
√
βPPk h̃

P
Pk ∈ C1×M and hSPk =

√
βSPk h̃

S
Pk ∈ C1×M

respectively denote the channel gain from PBS and SBS to the
k-th PU. As precoding vector can improve system rates while
reducing user interference [38], [39]. we design the unit-norm
Zero-forcing (ZF) precoding vectors vn ∈ CM×1, (n ∈ N )
and wk ∈ CM×1, (k ∈ K) for the n-th SU and k-th PU.
In addition, binary variableUPk (i), (k ∈ K) andUSn, (n ∈ N )
are used to represent the state indicator of the k-th PU and the
n-th SU at time frame i.

B. PROBLEM OPTIMIZATION
Our objective is to maximize the number of selected SUs
while guaranteeing the QoS requirements of all communi-
cation users. In this paper, QoS is measured in terms of the
specific rate and interference. In particular, the instantaneous
rate of the each selected SU has to be greater than R0 and the
interference towards each communication PU must below I0.
The instantaneous rate of the n-th SU and the interference
received by the k-th PU at time frame i can be respectively
expressed as follow

RSn(i) = log2

(
1+

∣∣√pSnhSSnvn∣∣2
IPSn(i)+ I

S
Sn(i)+ NSn(i)

)
, (1)

IPk (i) = IPPk (i)+ I
S
Pk (i), (2)

where IPSn(i) and I
S
Sn(i) represent the interference from primary

network and secondary network to the n-th SU respectively.
Similarly, ISPk (i) and IPPk (i) stand for the interference from
secondary network and primary network to the k-th PU
respectively. pSn stands for the transmit power of the n-th SU,
which must satisfy the power constraint

∑N
n=1 USn(i)pSn ≤

PS , and NSn(i), a Gaussian random variable with zero mean
and variance σ 2

w, is used to characterize the random variation
caused by shadow effects and noise. Then the QoS aware user
selection optimization problem can be formulated as

max
US1(i),··· ,USn(i)

N∑
n=1

USn(i), (3)

S. t. : USn(i), UPk (i)∈{0, 1}, (n∈N , k ∈K), (4)
N∑
n=1

USn(i)pSn ≤ PS , (n ∈ N ), (5)

RSn(i) ≥ R0, (if USn(i) = 1, n ∈ N ) , (6)

IPk (i) ≤ I0, (if UPk (i) = 1, k ∈ K) . (7)

III. USER SELECTION FOR UNDERLAY MASSIVE
MIMO CRN
Obviously, the optimization problem of user selection
in (3)-(7) is difficult to solve as it is a non-convex combination
and NP-hard problem. Here, the problem of user selection is
studied for the following two cases: 1) CSI of cross channels
is available at SBS; and 2) CSI of cross channels is unavail-
able at SBS.
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A. USER SELECTION WITH CROSS CHANNELS CSI
We first assume that the CSI of the cross channels is available
at SBS. For this scenario, we design unit-norm ZF precoding
vectors vn and wk as follow

vn=

[
9H

(
99H

)−1]
nwww[9H

(
99H

)−1]
n

www , wk=

[
8H

(
88H

)−1]
kwww[8H

(
88H

)−1]
k

www ,
(8)

where9 =
[(
hSS1

)T
, · · · ,

(
hSSN

)T
,
(
hSP1

)T
, · · · ,

(
hSPK

)T ]T
,

and 8 =
[(
hPP1

)T
, · · · ,

(
hPPK

)T ]T . Obviously, the pre-
coding vectors vn, (n ∈ N ) can eliminate the interference
of the n-th SU on primary network and secondary network.
However, wk , (k ∈ K) can only eliminate the interference
among the PUs, since in practical applications, the PU does
not actively acquire the CSI of cross channels from PBS to
SUs. Hence, for this case, various interference in equation
(1)-(2) can be calculated as follow

IPSn(i) =
K∑
k=1

pP|UPk (i)hPSnwk |
2, (9)

ISSn(i) = 0, IPPk (i) = ISPk (i) = 0, (10)

where pP denotes the transmit power of each PU. According
to equation (2) and (10), we can see that the PUs will not
receive any interference due to the design of the ZF precod-
ing vectors. In addition, instantaneous rate of the n-th SU
(USn(i) = 1) can be expressed as

RSn(i)= log2

(
1+

pSn|hSSnvn|
2∑K

k=1 p
P|UPk (i)hPSnwk |

2+NSn(i)

)
. (11)

Then the optimization problem (3)-(7) can be simplified as

max
US1(i),··· ,USn(i)

N∑
n=1

USn(i), (12)

S.t.: USn(i),UPk (i) ∈ {0, 1}, (n ∈ N , k ∈ K), (13)
N∑
n=1

USn(i)pSn ≤ PS , (14)

log2

(
1+

pSn|hSSnvn|
2∑K

k=1 p
P|UPk (i)hPSnwk |

2+NSn(i)

)
≥R0.

(15)

Obviously, in order to achieve the specific threshold rate R0,
the power assigned to the n-th SU must satisfy the following
inequality

pSn≥
(2R0 − 1)

(∑K
k=1 p

P
|UPk (i)hPSnwk |

2
+ NSn(i)

)
|hSSnvn|

2
. (16)

In order to select more SUs that meet the rate requirements (6)
and power constrain

∑N
n=1 USn(i)pSn ≤ PS , we perform the

following power allocation

pSn=
(2R0 − 1)

(∑K
k=1 p

P
|UPk (i)hPSnwk |

2
+ NSn(i)

)
|hSSnvn|

2
. (17)

Let F denotes the set of selected users, F̄ stands for the set
of unselected users, and F∗ is one of the optimal sets. The
easiest way to find the optimal setF∗ is to list all possible sets
in incrementing or descending order. For the incrementing
order, we need one-by-one list all possible sets of cardinalities
1, 2 · · · , |F∗|. For each set F , we need to check whether the
constraints (13)-(15) are satisfied, and then find the one of the
optimal sets with biggest cardinality. However, the total num-
ber of all sets is

∑|F∗|
n=1 C

n
N , which increases exponentially

with N . Therefore, it is necessary to design low-complexity
user selection schemes.

Firstly, we design a low-complexity user selection algo-
rithm called Increase-User-with-Minimum-Power (IUMP).
The algorithm is initialized by F = ∅, i.e., none of the SUs
are selected. Then the ZF precoding vector and power alloca-
tion are carried out for all SUs by (8) and (17), respectively.
The user with minimum power allocation will be selected
per iteration if the power constraint (14) is satisfied. For
clarity, the IUMP-based user selection scheme is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 IUMP-Based SUs Selection Algorithm
Initialize:All SUs are not selected,
i.e., USn(i) = 0, (∀n ∈ N ), F = ∅ and F̄ = N ;
Compute the unit-norm ZF precoding vectors vn andwk by
formula (8);
Perform power allocation for all SUs according (17).
while F̄ 6= ∅ do
find the SU with minimum power in F̄ , i.e., n′ =
argminn∈F̄ pSn;
if
∑N

n=1 USn(i)pSn + pSn′ < PS then
Increase the SU with minimum power to F , i.e., set
USn′ (i) = 1, F̄ ←

{
F̄ − {n′}

}
, F ←

{
F + {n′}

}
;

else
F∗ = F
Stop

end if
end while

Contrary to the principle of user selection in the IUMP
algorithm, Decrease-User-with-Maximum-Power (DUMP)
based user selection algorithm is to find the user with
the largest allocated power in each iteration. Furthermore,
the algorithm is different form the user selection scheme
in [19] which is not applicable to the CRN in this paper,
because it assumes that PBS is configured with a single
antenna, and the interference among PUs is not taken into
account.

Specifically, algorithm DUMP is initialized by selecting
all SUs, i,e., F = N and F̄ = ∅. The ZF precoding vectors
and power allocation are also carried out for all SUs by (8)
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and (17), respectively. Then the user with maximum power
allocation will be found and decreased from F if the power
constraint (14) cannot be satisfied. The algorithm steps are
summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 DUMP-Based SUs Selection Algorithm
Initialize: Selected all SUs,
i.e., USn(i) = 1, (∀n ∈ N ), F = N and F̄ = ∅ ;
Compute the unit-norm ZF precoding vectors vn andwk by
formula (8);
Perform power allocation for all SUs according (17).
while F 6= ∅ do
if
∑N

n=1 USn(i)pSn > PS then
find the SU with maximum power in F , i.e., n′ =
argmaxn∈F pSn;
Decrease the SU with maximum power from F ,
i.e., set USn′ (i) = 0, F ←

{
F − {n′}

}
, F̄ ←{

F̄ + {n′}
}
;

else
F∗ = F
Stop

end if
end while

Algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 achieve joint power allocation
and user selection with low complexity. Those SUs who
meet the system QoS requirements are selected as many as
possible. However, both of the algorithms are based on the
premise that the CSI of cross channels is available at SBS.

B. USER SELECTION WITHOUT CROSS CHANNELS CSI
The worst case is that the CSI of cross channels is abso-
lutely unknown, i.e., the primary network and the secondary
network work in non-cooperative mode, we cannot get any
informations about hSPk , (k ∈ K) at SBS. However, this
case is more common in practical applications. Because the
primary network usually does not actively open the interface
to exchange with the secondary network, nor does it actively
provide own CSI to the secondary network in reality. For
this case, the ZF precoding vectors vn and wk can only be
designed to eliminate the interference of internal network,
which can be expressed as

vn=

[
9H

(
99H

)−1]
nwww[9H

(
99H

)−1]
n

www , wk=

[
8H

(
88H

)−1]
kwww[8H

(
88H

)−1]
k

www ,
(18)

where 9 =

[(
hSS1

)T
, · · · ,

(
hSSN

)T ]T
, and the 8 =[(

hPP1
)T
, · · · ,

(
hPPK

)T ]T . Obviously, each user will receive

external interference. In addition, due to the lack of the CSI of
cross channels, the interference of external network cannot be
calculated. Sowe cannot get the instantaneous rate of SUs and
the interference of PUs. This makes it impossible to solve the
QoS aware user selection problem in conventional methods.

In addition, as an intelligent wireless communication sys-
tem, the massive MIMO underlay CRN needs an intelligent
user selection algorithm to enable the SBS to intelligently
make decision. Hence, a DQN-based user selection algorithm
is proposed in this section, where the specific rate require-
ment of selected SUs and interference requirement of PUs can
both be directly addressed. Before presenting the proposed
algorithm, the main parts of the RL based Markov Decision
Processes (MDP) [24] are given with a new proposed reward
function, and a Q learning framework is adopted to address
the SUs selection problem.

1) MARKOV DECISION PROCESS FOR SUS SELECTION
RL is an important branch of machine learning, which can
be used in the CRN to search the optimal policy. Similar to
the existing literatures [29], [34], [35], we apply the MDP to
model the user selection process in this paper.

In this paper, we model the user selection problem as
(S,A, r(i), γ ), where S is the environment state space set,
A denotes the action space set, r(i) represents the immedi-
ate reward at the current time frame i, and γ is a discount
factor. When the agent takes action a(i) ∈ A, the current
environment state S(i) ∈ S will be transformed into state
S(i + 1) ∈ S, while the corresponding reward r(i) will be
obtained. The interaction between the agent (SBS) and the
CR environment is depicted in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 3. The interaction between the agent and the environment.

Agent: SBS
State space S: The environment state information can be

depicted by all SUs. We use

s(i) = [yS1(i), yS2(i) · · · ySN (i)] (19)

to denote the environment state in time frame i, where the
ySn(i), n ∈ N is the received power at the n-th SU in time
frame i, which can be expressed as

ySn(i) =
N∑
n=1

pS
∣∣∣USn(i)hSSnvn∣∣∣2
+

K∑
k=1

pP
∣∣∣UPk (i)hPSnwk

∣∣∣2 + NSn(i). (20)

To simplify the algorithm, we assume that each SU has the
same transmit power pS . Obviously, the environment state
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s(i+ 1) is only related to state s(i), and completely irrelevant
to other previous states.

Action space A: The action is considered for SBS to
select the SUs intelligently in RL framework. The size of
A increases exponentially with the number of SUs. Note
that each action selection of the agent must satisfy the
constraints (5)-(7).

Reward function r(i): The search process of the optimal
user selection strategy is driven by the reward function since
the action is selected with the maximum reward. Considering
the purpose of learning is to maximize the number of selected
SUs, we propose a new reward function for the RL algo-
rithm, when the QoS of communicating users are satisfied,
the reward function can be expressed as

r(i) = r0 +
N∑
n=1

USn(i) ∗ µ, (21)

where
∑N

n=1 USn(i) represents the number of selected SUs
at time frame i, r0 is the basic reward, µ means reward
multiplier. Obviously, the reward function enables the
agent to select as many SUs as possible to participate in
communication.

The main objective of MDP is to learn the optimal user
selection policy for agent: Let vπ (s(i), a(i)) denote the state
action function, which is the discount cumulative reward for
the action a(i) at current state s(i) with the policy π , which
can be expressed as

vπ (s(i), a(i)) =
T∑
t=i

γ t−ir(t), (22)

where T presents the number of time frame required to reach
the goal state. The goal state of this paper is that some appro-
priate SUs are selected which can meet the QoS requirements
of the system. Then the task becomes learning an optimal
policy π∗ that maximizes vπ , i.e.,

π∗ = argmax
π

vπ (s(i), a(i)). (23)

Obviously, it is not straightforward to address the problem.

2) THE DQN-BASED SUS SELECTION ALGORITHM
Instead of computing the problem (23) directly, we adopt the
RL tools to learn the optimal policy, which contain Q learn-
ing, policy gradient, actor critic and so on [40]. Unlike the
one-step update in the Q learning approach, the parameters
in policy gradient scheme are rounded up after each explo-
ration, which results in lower learning efficiency. In addition,
the policy gradient and actor critic algorithms are more
suitable for systems with continuous action. Hence, for the
system with continuous-value states and discontinuous-value
actions in this paper, deep Q learning algorithm is applied to
obtain the optimal policy for the intelligent user selection.

To achieve a better understanding, the classic Q learn-
ing algorithm is briefly introduced firstly. In Q learning,

a Q value function is invoked to evaluate the discount cumu-
lative reward of taking action a(i) at state s(i). The Q value
can be iteratively updated by Bellman equation [40].

Q(s(i), a(i)) = r(i)+ γ max
a

Q(s(i+ 1), a), (24)

where the s(i + 1) is the next state led by taking action a(i)
at the state s(i), γ is the discount factor. It has been proved
that the Q value will be updated to converge [40]. All the
convergent values will form a final Q table, that is, for any
state, each action has a corresponding Q value in the table.
Hence, after the Q table converges, we merely need to search
the Q table and select the action with largest Q value for any
given states.

Obviously, with the number of states and actions increas-
ing, the scale of Q table will be large, which results in a long
search time. Unfortunately, in this paper, the value of states
is continuous due to the random variation of the environ-
ment. To overcome this difficulty, we introduce DQN [41],
in which each Q value can be calculated through a DNN,
i.e.,Q(s, a, θ), where θ indicates the network parameter. For a
given input (a certain state), the DNNwill output theQ values
of all actions in the state. In this paper, the input of DNN is an
N -dimensional vector represented by signals power received
by the N SUs, and the network output is a 2N -dimensional
vector which includes all Q values for each SUs selection
strategy.

For training the DNN with initialized parameter, we need
an experience replay memory with capacity D to store suf-
ficient transitions (s(l), a(l), r(l), s(l + 1)), where a(l) is the
action taken in state s(l), r(l) is the immediate reward
obtained, and s(l + 1) is the next state, where the action in
the l-th iteration is selected by

a(l) =

{
argmaxa Q(s(l), a; θl); with probability εl,
Randomly action; otherwise,

(25)

where ε-greedy policy [40] is introduced to fully explore the
environment, we set it to εl = 0.8(1 − l/I ), where I is the
total number of iterations. When the number of iteration l is
greater than sampling threshold τ , a minibatch of transitions
set�l from D will be randomly selected for network training
in iteration l. Fig. 4 shows the specific training principle
and DNN network structure. The loss function of the neural
network in iteration l can be defined as

L(θl) =
∑
l∈�l

(
Q̂
(
s(l), a(l); θ−l

)
− Q (s(l), a(l); θl)

)2
, (26)

FIGURE 4. Training principle and DNN network structure.
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where the Q (s(l), a(l); θl) denotes the output of the DNN,
�l is the training transitions set used at iteration l. It should be
noted that, in this paper, we use another network to compute
the target value Q̂

(
s(l), a(l); θ−l

)
, which means we create two

networks: the online network with parameter θ and target
network with parameter θ−. The target network is the same
as the online network except that its parameter is copied from
online network every C step. The target network is designed
to avoid iterative volatility due to differences and correlations
between sample data [42], whichmakes it difficult to stabilize
the network parameter. Hence, we update parameter θ in each
step to calculate Q (s(l), a(l); θl) and update target network
parameter every C step. The target value can be defined as

Q̂
(
s(l), a(l); θ−l

)
=r(l)+γ max

a
Q̂
(
s(l + 1), a; θ−l

)
. (27)

Differentiating the loss function, we can get the gradient as
follows

OθlL(θl) =
∑
i∈�l

(
r(l)+ γ max

a
Q̂(s(l + 1), a; θ−l )

−Q (s(l), a(l); θl))OθlQ (s(l), a(l); θl) . (28)

In each iteration, we update the online network parameter at
learning rate β

θl+1 = θl + βOθlL(θl). (29)

For clarity, the proposed DQN-based user selection scheme
is summarized in Algorithm 3, in which the agent (SBS) is
assumed to know whether the SUs and the PUs transmitted
successfully (QoS requirements were met). In practice, this
can be achieved by listening the acknowledgement signal of
all communication users. Note that the DQN-based algorithm
can also applied to the situation where all available CSI is
perfect.

After training, the SBS can select the action which yields
the largest estimated value Q(S(i), a(i); θ ). In other words,
we realize the SUs intelligent selection in the CRN under
the non-cooperative mode by using a deep reinforcement
learning algorithm.

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In this section, simulation results are conducted to eval-
uate the performance of our proposed IUMP, DUMP and
DQN-based algorithms in the underlay massiveMIMOCRN.
First, the performance of the DNN we built is verified. Then,
we examine the performance of three algorithms for selecting
users. Several conventional user selection schemes are com-
pared.

A. SIMULATION SETUP
In this paper, we evaluate the constructed DNN via three
metrics, namely:

1) Loss function of the DNN, which can be calculated by
equation (26).

2) Success rate: it is computed as the ratio of the number
of successful trials to the total number of independent runs.

Algorithm 3 DQN-Based SUs Selection Algorithm
Initialize: Initialize an experience replay memory with
capacity D; Initialize the online network and target network
with random weights θ = θ− = θ0;
Initialize the activity state of all SUs;
for episode l = 1, I do
Update each PU activity state based on Markov chain
model;
Obtain s(l) versus the random observation model (19);
Choose an action a(l) by the formula (25), where εl =
0.8(1− l/I );
Obtain the next state s(l+1) and observe reward r(l) by
function (21);
Store transition dl = {s(l), a(l), r(l), s(l + 1)} in the
replay memory;
if l ≥ τ then

Sample a random minibatch�l from replay memory;

Update θ by equation (29) where the gradient
OθlL(θl) and the loss function L(θl) are given by
equation (28) and equation (26) ;

end if
if l%C = 0 then

Update the weights of target network by θ− = θ ;
end if
if s(l) is the goal state then

Initialize the activity state of the SUs and PUs;
obtain s(l + 1) .

end if
end for

A trial is considered successful if the current state can move
to the goal state (reward >10) within 5 transition steps.
3) Average transition step: the average time frames

required to achieve the goal state if the exploration is
successful.

The Loss function is used to characterize the convergence
of neural networks; Success rate and average transition step
can be used to evaluate how well the networks is trained.

We create the DNN model with four fully-connected feed-
forward hidden layers, and the number of neurons in each
hidden layer is 256, 256, 512, and 512 respectively. The DQN
withmany hidden layers cannot be fully trained when the data
quantity is small. The number of hidden layers is selected
according to the simulation comparison. Rectified linear units
(ReLUs) are employed as the activation function for the first
three hidden layers, and the tanh function for the last hidden
layer. Unless otherwise specified, the simulation parameters
are considered as table 1.

B. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION
Specifically, in this section we verify the neural networks
performance with different PUs number K , SUs number N ,
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FIGURE 5. The performance of neural networks with different K .

FIGURE 6. The performance of neural networks with different N .

TABLE 1. Simulation parameter setting.

rate threshold R0 and interference threshold I0. Next, we will
analyze the simulation results in detail.

1) IMPACT OF TOTAL NUMBER OF PUS
Firstly, we examine the neural networks performance versus
different K with M = 64,N = 8, I0 = −72 dBW and

R0 = 3 bps/Hz. Fig. 5(a) show that, the loss function con-
verges quickly for differentK . In addition, as can be observed
in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c), the smaller the K , the faster
the network converges, all the success rate and the average
transition step converges after 3× 103 iterations. Especially,
the average transition step will converge to 0.5 when K = 5,
that is because some original states are the goal state when the
number of PUs is small. Furthermore, even if K = 30, after
2×103 iterations, the average transition step converges to one
with 100% success rate, whichmeans that the agent can select
the appropriate SUs efficiently in one step for different K .

2) IMPACT OF TOTAL NUMBER OF SUS
We further demonstrate the DNN performance at different N
with M = 64,K = 20, I0 = −72 dBW and R0 = 3 bps/Hz.
As depicted in Fig. 6(a), after about 800 iterations, the loss
function decrease to zero under N = 2, however, the loss
function becomes larger and converges more slowly when
we increase the number of SUs. This is due to the fact that
the loss function increase with the number of output node of
DNN. In addition, we can see from Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c)
that, the success rate and the average transition step converge
quickly for different N . In addition, the number of iterations
required for convergence increases slowly with increasing N .
Nevertheless, even if N = 12, an efficient SUs selection
policy can be learned in 4×103 iterations with one transition
step with 100% success rate.

3) IMPACT OF R0
In order to study the influence of rate threshold, we conduct
experiments with different R0 whenM = 64,K = 20,N = 8
and I0 = −72 dBW. As Fig. 7 present, all loss functions
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FIGURE 7. The performance of neural networks with different R0.

FIGURE 8. The performance of neural networks with different I0.

fall at a similar rate. In addition, as depicted in Fig. 7(b) and
Fig. 7(c), the smaller R0 is, the less iterations are required.
Nevertheless, even R0 = 4 bps/Hz, after about 7 × 103

iterations, 100% success rate is achieved, and the average
transition step converges to one after about 1.5×104, i.e., the
efficient selection policy can also be learned.

4) IMPACT OF I0
We further explore the impact of the interference threshold
of PUs with M = 64, K = 20, N = 8 and R0 = 3 bit/Hz.
As shown in Fig. 8(a), the loss function can be reduced to zero
before 1.5 × 104 iterations. Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) present
that, even I0 = −80 dBW, after about 1.5 × 104 iterations,
the agent can select the appropriate SUs within one step with
100% success rate. In addition, we can notice that the lower
the interference threshold, the longer training time it takes.

Through numerous simulation experiments, it is apparent
that our constructed neural networks can be quickly trained
under various environmental factors. 100% success rate and
small transfer step can be quickly obtained, which means
that the agent can quickly and efficiently learn the appro-
priate user selection strategy by our constructed neural net-
works. In addition, these experimental results prove that our
proposed DQN-based user selection scheme can make intel-
ligent decisions efficiently and find the optimal strategy
quickly in the face of dynamic changing environment and
various system configurations.

C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this section, we examine the ability of selecting users
for the proposed SUs selection algorithms, operating with

different system parameters in the massive MIMO underlay
CRN.

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the channel similarity-based user
selection (CSUS) scheme and precoder-based group user
selection (PGUS) algorithm in [21] are compared, in which

FIGURE 9. Algorithm comparison via R0.

FIGURE 10. Algorithm comparison via N .
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FIGURE 11. The performance of IUMP and DUMP SUs selection algorithm with multiple PUs.

FIGURE 12. The performance of DQN-based SUs algorithm.

the system model can only contain one PU. In particular,
Fig. 9 depicts the number of selected SUs of four algo-
rithms versus R0 when PS = 4W, N = 12 and K = 1.
Fig. 10 displays the number of selected SUs versus N when
PS = 4W, R0 = 7 bit/Hz and K = 1. In addition,
the performance of four algorithms is demonstrated with
two different antenna configurations. As can be observed
that the number of selected SUs of all algorithms decrease
as R0 increase, and increase as N increase. The algorithm
IUMP and DUMP have similar performance and obvious
performance advantages over other algorithms. Since the
same precoding design and power allocation are carried out
in the two algorithms. Furthermore, the number of selected
users increases with the number of antennas, which verifies
the theory that large-scale antenna can admit more users to
participate in communication.

Fig. 11 presents the impact of N , R0, K on the algorithm
IUMP and DUMP with multiple PUs. We can observe that
the number of selected users increases as N increases, and
decreases as R0 and K increase, since a larger N means
more alternative users, whereas a larger R0 or K means the
QoS requirement is harder to satisfy. Besides, as mentioned
above, the two algorithms have the same performance, and
the increase of the number of antennas has obvious perfor-
mance improvement, compared with M = 64, the number
of selected users increased faster with the increase of N ,
and decreased slower with the decrease of K and R0 when
M = 128, which further demonstrates the necessity of
applying large-scale antenna in the underlay CRN.

Finally, the performance of proposed DQN-based SUs
algorithmwas verified for the case that SBS could not acquire
the CSI of cross channels. In Fig. 12, the performance of
number of selected users was studied versus N , R0, K with
pSn = 1W and I0 = −72dBW. As illustrated by Fig. 12,
similar to algorithms IUMP and DUMP, the number of
SUs selected by algorithm DQN increases as N increases,
decreases as K and R0 increases. Furthermore, even K = 30
or R0 = 4bit/Hz, more than average 8 SUs can be selected
withM = 64. In other words, DQN-base user selection algo-
rithm can efficiently select user for the CRN with different
system parameters.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the user selection strategy for mas-
sive MIMO underlay CR system, three selection algorithms
were presented for two scenarios, i.e., the CSI of cross chan-
nels is available and unavailable at SBS. The proposed algo-
rithm IUMP and DUMP for the perfect cross channels CSI
scenario are based on ZF precoding and power allocation that
satisfies specific interference requirement of PUs and rate
requirement of SUs. For the scenario with unavailable CSI of
cross channel, we developed a deep reinforcement learning-
based algorithm for the SBS to learn how to intelligently
select suitable SUs such that both the PUs and SUs are able to
transmit their respective data successful with required QoS.
Furthermore, sufficient experiments show that the algorithms
proposed in this paper can effectively select as many SUs as
possible, regardless of whether the CSI of the cross channel is
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available at SBS or not. For future work, power allocationwill
be considered to further improve the performance of DQN
algorithm.
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